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C2BRNE-DIARY
Are you organizing a CBRNE-related event? We are interested to become
media partners!
What we offer:
• Include a text with photos at the "Upcoming Events" chapter of the Newsletter and
keep it there until the conference, workshop, etc;
• Include a full page (or more) of the event in the same or related chapters of the
Newsletter (it must be in high resolution .jpg format);
• Incorporate a banner at the home page of the Newsletter with a link to event's website.
What we would like to be offered:
• Inclusion of Newsletter's logo in the website of the event;
• Inclusion of Newsletter's logo in the final program of the event;
• Inclusion of a small text about the Newsletter along with the URL of
the Newsletter.
►For more details please contact the Editor-in-Chief at: igalatas@yahoo.com

Headlines for 2019 conferences
1) Security & Policing Home Office Event
International Exhibition and Conference Centre, Farnborough, United Kingdom, 5-7 March, 2019
⚫ Featuring a live demo area, immersive experiences, briefing sessions and a government zone.
⚫ Providing an opportunity to meet, and network with, UK suppliers and government officials and
providing a setting for collaboration, testing and showcasing.
2) CBRNe Convergence Canada
Hilton, Lac Leamy, Ottawa, Canada, 15-17 April, 2019
⚫ CBRNe Convergence provides a showcase for leading speakers in the fields of WMD, HazMat,
pathogens, toxic substances, chemical attacks and biological weapons
⚫ Based around the theme of the merging of civilian and military response
⚫ Streamed sessions will enable participants to select the presentations that best suit their
needs. Previous events have featured insights from organizations including NATO, Interpol
and the FBI.
3) NCT Europe
Venue TBC, Vienna, 25-27 June, 2019
⚫ A three-day event that will showcase a range of multinational CBRNe capability
demonstrations including live C-IED and EOD exercises, workshops for civil and military
personnel, an annual conference and an indoor/outdoor industry exhibition.
⚫ The NCT Plenary will present insights from a panel of industry experts from the USA, UK, Asia
and Europe.
4) IDEF 14th International Defence Industry Fair
TUYAP Fair Convention and Congress Center, 7-10 May, 2019, Istanbul, Turkey
⚫ An annual event dedicated to the Euro-Asian defence industry and covering the
areas of naval, land, transportation, logistics support activities, aviation, aerospace
and equipment.
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⚫

Topics will include electronic warfare technologies, armoured fighting vehicles, air defence
systems, civilian security systems, military medical equipment and self-protection systems.

5) International Hazardous Materials Response Teams Conference
Hilton Baltimore, Maryland, USA 13 - 16 June, 2019
⚫ Providing the latest classroom, hands-on and field-trip based training on the latest
developments of relevance to hazardous materials responders.
⚫ The event will cover all aspects of HazMat response, from transportation, safety, and
equipment to WMD, mass terrorism, decontamination, bioterrorism and more.
⚫ A HazMat exhibit floor will include demonstrations of hazardous materials equipment.
6) Defence & Security Equipment International (DESI)
ExCel, London, United Kingdom, 10-13 September 2019
⚫ An event that brings together representatives from the global defence and security sectors to
showcase the latest in equipment and systems.
⚫ DESI 2019 will focus on five sector-focused zones - air, land naval, security and joint.
⚫ The DESI 2019 Strategic Conferences (Day Zero) will take place on 9 September, 2019.
7) AUSA Annual Meeting and Exhibition
Walter E. Washington Convention Center, Washington DC, USA, October 14-16, 2019.
⚫ The largest land warfare trade-show in North America, featuring 26,000 registrants from all
over the world. Including senior army leaders, top industry members and leading
manufacturers.
⚫ The event provides an opportunity for 700+ exhibitors to launch and showcase new products.
⚫ Attendees will be able to see, and try, a vast selection of the latest equipment, machinery, tools
and technologies.

Security & Counter Terror Expo – London, United Kingdom
Venue: Olympia, London
Organiser: Clarion Events Limited
Date: 05/03/2019 – 06/03/2019
Security and Counter Terror Expo (SCTX) is the UK’s leading national security event for professionals
tasked with protecting nations, infrastructure, businesses and people against terrorism. SCTX is
committed to the UK’s CONTEST strategy and runs in close correspondence with the UK’s National
Police Chief Council (NPCC) and Counter Terror Policing (CTP).
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SCTX 2019 will bring together over 10,000 senior security professionals from the Civil Service, Police,
Military, Government Departments, large private companies and the Emergency Services. The show is
dedicated to helping national and international security professionals define strategies by providing
them access to the expertise knowledge, technologies and solutions required to protect nations in face
of ever evolving range of threats.
 Visit conference’s website: https://www.counterterrorexpo.com/cbrne

WADEM Congress 2019 - Disasters and the Future
The 21st biennial World Association for Disaster and Emergency Medicine (WADEM) Congress will take
place from 7-10 May 2019 in Australia's third-largest city of Brisbane. Co-hosted by the Queensland
University of Technology, the Congress aims to provide another innovative and dynamic scientific
program in memorable Australia.
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The Congress will be held at the Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre, voted the world's best
convention center in 2016, nestled in the heart of a thriving riverside cultural, dining, and entertainment
hub.

With a theme of "The Future" the Congress will challenge the thinking of more than 600 international
participants drawn from all continents and from all areas of health care and emergency management.
The Congress will include over 30 tracks with high profile international and local speakers as well as a
range of interactive and innovative sessions designed to maximize the congress experience for
participants and create a legacy for the future.
Specific focus will be on future risks, the future community, future solutions, and future thinking.
CBRN Special Interest Group will hold a CBRN session with the following topics:
 Combined CBRNE and trauma management (e.g. Syria, Iraq, elsewhere)
 CBRNE Casualty management systems
 Novel agents (e.g. Novichok)
 CBRNE PPE
 CBRNE Risk Management
 Contaminated Evacuation/Retrieval
 Collective Protection for health facilities
 CBRNE health training
 Health in multi-agency response
 Visit conference’s website at: https://wadem2019.org/

2019 Virginia Emergency Management
Symposium
March 26, 2019 to March 29, 2019
Location: Newport News, VA
The Virginia Emergency Management Symposium provides
a forum to discuss current trends and topics and share
information about the latest tools and technology in
emergency management and homeland security. Sessions
encourage stakeholders at all levels of government, the
private sector, public health, and related professions to
exchange ideas and collaborate to protect lives and property from
disaster.
View Event Details
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Preparedness Summit 2019
March 26, 2019 to March 29, 2019
Location: St. Louis, MO
The Preparedness Summit is the first and longest running national conference on public health
preparedness. The summit presents new research findings, shares tools and resources, and provides a
variety of opportunities for attendees to learn how to implement model practices that enhance the
nation’s capabilities to prepare for, respond to, and recover from disasters and other emergencies. This
year’s theme is “The Evolving Threat Environment.”
View Event Details

IAFC Hazardous Materials Response Teams Conference 2019
June 13, 2019 to June 16, 2019
Location: Baltimore, MD
The International Association of Fire Chief’s (IAFC) Hazmat Conference is a four-day event offering
hands-on training across a range of essential topics, including: biothreat response and sample
collection, incident management, chemical and physical properties of hazardous materials, and
management of commercial explosive incidents. Training provides valuable information to successfully
meet the demands of a hazardous material response.
View Event Details

2019 American Ambulance
Conference & Trade Show

Association

(AAA)

Annual

November 04, 2019 to November 06, 2019
Location: Nashville, TN
Ambulance services are stretched in the face of diminishing reimbursement and an
increasingly uncertain political and regulatory climate. Join fellow Emergency Medical Services
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(EMS) leaders at AAA 2019 to share best practices and build strategies for the survival of the industry
by reimagining EMS reimbursement, operations, leadership, and human resources.
View Event Details

CBRNe Convergence Canada
Canada has excelled in both civilian and military CBRN for over 100 years. As part of the quadripartite
(AUSCANUKUS) it has both
delivered and benefitted from the
latest scientific research and
military doctrine to deal with the
CBRN threat. Now CBRNe
World, producers of the leading
CBRN
event,
CBRNe
Convergence, will be locating
themselves in Ottawa/Gatineau
for three days to provide a
showcase for this learning.
Bringing military, civilian and
scientific experts together it will
be a chance to learn from the best and take home a practical understanding of how you can deal with
this threat, whether it be state or terrorist, better.
 Visit conference’s website at:
http://www.cbrneworld.com/CBRNe_Convergence_Canada

NCT South America 2019
After a very successful first edition of NCT South America in Bogotá, NCT is coming back for its second
edition: this time to Rio de Janeiro for NCT South America 2019!
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The CBRNe Society’s official partnership with the Brazilian Army will bring together high-level decisionmakers, experts and first responders in the field of CBRNe and EOD for an amazing three-day
conference and exhibition. The event will take place at the Brazilian Ministry of Defense’s Copacabana
Fort from the 5thto the 7thof February 2019. The conference language will be Spanish.

The Brazilian Armed Forces will kick off the event with an opening by the Brazilian Army Band followed
by a live CBRNe capability demonstration illustrating their current CBRNe and C-IED capabilities. A few
steps away, Copacabana Fort will host a industry exhibition and expo tour to showcase novel solutions
to the ever-evolving CBRNe threats. The expo area will also host the NCT South America Churrasco
Welcome Party after the Opening Plenary Session, a unique opportunity for you to network with relevant
local, regional and international CBRNe stakeholders over a Caipirinha with views of Copacabana
beach!
Day two will continue the NCT South America conference stream, addressing topics related to Brazil’s
cross-agency CBRNe capability building in preparation for its past High Visibility Events (HVEs), as well
as what it has planned ahead. There is much the region and the world can learn from Brazil’s
cooperation with its regional partners, and its own experience with CBRNe disasters. Having hosted the
2014 FIFA World Cup, the 2016 Summer Olympics amongst the many other HVEs hosted since 2006
and having seen one of the largest radiological accidents to date with the Cs-137 Accident in the
Goiânia region, Brazil has key insights and experience in CBRNe Capability development.
NCT South America will also welcome a range of topics, also bringing regional actors and international
experts together to discuss cooperation in training for the response to CBRNe and EOD threats in the
Latin America Region, regional UXO challenges, and much more! The conference will therefore host
high-level decision-makers, academics and first responders from Brazil, Latin America and beyond to
share experience and knowledge on the latest CBRNe and EOD threats, to discuss current structures
and solutions for making this world a safer and more secure place.
As per our other NCT editions, all participants are invited to the famous NCT Churrasco Networking
Reception at the Copacabana Fort and it will be the perfect opportunity to meet relevant actors in the
fields of CBRNe and C-IED.
On that note, see you all at Copacabana – ¡Vejo você lá!

IBMATA are pleased to announce that our next European Border Management & Technologies
Summit conference and exhibition will take place on the 24th – 25th April 2019 in Istanbul,
Turkey.
Turkey provides a fascinating case study for international participants, due to Turkey’s geographical
location the government has to deal with turbulent borders such as the borders with Iraq and Syria.
The borders are very vast and there is a key importance in monitoring these large borders with
the latest border surveillance systems. Turkey is the first destination for many displaced
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civilians from war-torn countries trying to reach the European Union and provides an interesting case
study as to how the authorities in Turkey and neighboring nations deal with the large number of
migrants.
In October the new Istanbul Airport opened its doors and is now the main gateway into Europe for Asian
airlines and passengers. It is believed that the new airport will be the busiest connecting flights airport in
the world. The new airport is also equipped with the latest security and check in systems to enable easy
passage for passengers connecting flights to mainland Europe.
To be part of the IBMATA Border Management & Technologies Summit please do not hesitate to
contact us at info@ibmata.org
If you are interested in speaking, sponsoring or exhibiting at the event please contact Martyn
Hill: martyn.hill@ibmata.org or +44 7792 473246.
 Visit conference’s website at: http://www.ibmata.org/events/border-management-andtechnologies-summit-europe-2019-24th-26th-april-2019/

International Conference on Risks, Security and Citizenship
The second International Conference on Risks, Security and Citizenship will occur on the 28th and 29th
of March 2019, in Setúbal, Portugal, subordinated to
the theme “Risk Management and Climate Change”.
Climate change is now widely recognized as one of
the most prominent risks and challenges humanity
faces.
We now find signs the climate is changing. The effects
of climate change are several and have repercussions
in the social, economic and environmental framework.
With this event, we pretend to reflect on the
problematic of risk in the context of the implementation
of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction
2015-2030 at the local level, in coherence with the
three pillars of the international agenda: International
Strategy for Disaster Risk Reduction, Objectives of
Sustainable Development and the Action Plan for
Climate Action.
In this thought we develop a thematic multidisciplinary
program for knowledge sharing and the application of
methodologies regarding the reduction of Disaster
Risk, as well has the safeguard of the security of
citizens and their communities.
 Visit conference’s website at: http://www.smpcb.pt/icrsc2019/en/apresentacao.htm

EUSEM 2019
The European Society for Emergency Medicine (EUSEM) has the honor to invite you to
participate in the 13th European Emergency Medicine Congress in the city of Prague. This
unique annual event is the major educational activity organized in Europe for emergency
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medicine (EM). Every year the Congress puts together professionals from the in and out of the hospital
EM.
At the congress, you will have the opportunity to share your experiences with colleagues from more
than 70 different countries, broaden your knowledge through the presentations of more than 200
leaders in the different fields. Participants will be exposed to the state of the art of the actual hot topics
of EM. On-hands education is a relevant part of the meeting, encouraging your individual or team
participation in the different training course and simulation activities.

On this occasion, we will celebrate EUSEM’s 25th anniversary and we are proud to say that this
International non-for-profit Organization is growing in the right direction to reach its objectives. Actually
EUSEM is representing more than 37 National Societies. We are close to reaching our main mission,
the development of emergency medicine as specialty of its own. At EU level, all member countries have
the specialty, at different stages of evolution, except for three with good perspectives at least in two for
the following year.
The EUSEM annual Congress offers an extraordinary opportunity for several of our goals; it is a melting
pot for research and educational projects on an international level. It promotes international
collaboration in the field of Emergency Medicine, facilitating practice and knowledge transfer. The
meeting creates the seeds for networking creation and cooperation between national associations for
Emergency Medicine.
Luis Garcia-Castrillo (Spain)
EUSEM President
 Visit conference’s website at: https://www.eusemcongress.org/en/

2019 Nuclear Deterrence Summit
12-14 February, 2019
Arlington, Virginia
Nuclear Deterrence Summit is the premier event for nuclear deterrence decision-makers to network; get
high-level strategic updates from high-profile and expert speakers who are moving the industry forward,
and connect with one another to create business for 2019 and beyond.
The event gathers U.S. and international leaders, experts, and industry executives in the field of nuclear
deterrence to discuss management of the nuclear complex, the security of the stockpile, arms control
negotiations, and strategic policy.
Benefits of Attending
Gather information through conference sessions, such as deterrence outlook, modernization
strategy, updates from the National Nuclear Security Agency labs, Congressional initiatives and
more!
Network with colleagues and government officials. 40% are senior management executives
(VP-level and higher) and 42% are government or military executives.
Join leaders for the timeliest discussions on the United States’ role in arms control and
nonproliferation, potential changes to U.S. nuclear posture, and the dynamic nature of
this country’s relationship with international allies and adversaries.
 Visit conference’s website at: http://www.deterrencesummit.com/
www.cbrne-terrorism-newsletter.com
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RISE 2019 – CBRNE-MPPM
The 9th International Workshop on Measurement , prevention, protection and management of CBRNE
risks (CBRNE-MPPM-2019) follows the successful 8th IARP-RISE’ 2015 (Risky InterventionEnvironmental surveillance) held at the Portuguese Naval Base (BNL) in 2015 and it is aiming to gather
high quality original contributions in the CBRNE field and associated CBRNE measurements,
prevention, protection and management with the final goal of assessing the most recent developments
in this utmost domain of science and technology. The Workshop scope covers a broad spectrum
ranging from advanced conceptual and virtual design and methodology, sensors, actuators,
instrumentation, and real-time control algorithms to innovative robotics, mobile (ground/aerial/undersea)
robotics, personal and collective protection, multilevel rescue operations and management applications.
It will contribute to provide a full picture of the state of the art in the area of increasing CBRNE risks.
 Visit the conference’s website and CALL: https://www.ici-belgium.be/ici-rise2019-cbrne-mppm/
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